
SAMPLE UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE ESSAYS

Below you'll find selected examples of essays that â€œworked,â€• as nominated by us for an interactive, Virtual College
Application Essay Workshop on Sunday.

My brain and my body competed. Furthermore, the Professional Writing course will teach me how to write in
a concise, straightforward style, a skill vital to a journalist. I instinctively reached out my hand to hold it, like a
long-lost keepsake from my youth. Check out these college essay examples for inspiration! As it disappeared
under handfuls of dirt, my own heart grew stronger, my own breath more steady. Know how to cook? And as I
began to consider my future, I realized that what I learned in school would allow me to silence that which had
silenced my grandmother. Your freshman year, for example, you probably won't start a brand new
International Studies and Dance double major. But how? In the second to last paragraph we see how the
results of her moment of truth which, admittedly, is somewhat ambiguous led her to take action: volunteering
at the local hospital helps her see her larger place in the world. In the third paragraph she takes off a hundred
miles an hourâ€¦ in the wrong direction. Mom survived, but I would never forget visiting her at the ward or the
complete confusion I felt about her attempt to end her life. The juxtaposition of vignettes, anecdotes, or
fragments of your life come together to create the overall message you want your reader to walk away with.
She also sets up an objective correlative the shovel that will come back later. The long drive, the green hills,
the white church, the funeral. I look up and I smile too. I opened my eyes just enough to see two village men
carrying my brother away from the warning sign. And, based on their home record these days, neither do the
Giants. It takes great strength to defy the definitions of others, and because of that strength, those who create
their own paths discover a different world than those who travel the same worn road. Small domes of sugary
cookies shyly peeked from the edge of the door. I became a person who refused to surprise people. I speak
both English and Chinese: Chinese is for math, science, and process, but I prefer English for art, emotion, and
description. I had turned slightly at the noise and had found the barely breathing bird in front of me. This is a
picture-perfect response to a university-specific essay prompt. Due to the increased deployment schedule and
demands placed on all branches of the military after September 11, my attendance in school has necessarily
come second to my commitment to the military.


